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opera houses of the world are represented in that pile; English 
statesmen and American Presidents may talk to him as if face 
to face, and he can entertain his occasional visitors with the 
same choice selections that are heard in the drawing-rooms of 
mansions occupied by the favored few, be they of the capitals 
and metropoles in the far away. 

We framed that picture and wrote under it the words “ In 
Touch With Civilization.” 

Close-plated Platinum Utensils. ANON. (Brass World, ix, 
3, &.)-The high cost of platinum has led to many experiments 
to produce cheaper platinum vessels. Byron E. Eldred, of Bronx- 
ville, N. Y., has taken out various patents for close-plated platinum 
dishes, crucibles, and other apparatus used in the chemical lab- 
oratory. The platinum is welded to a base of steel or nickel and 
then rolled into a sheet, which is then spun into the desired shape. 
The surface is thus coated with platinum, but the edges are ex- 
posed base metal. To cover these up, platinum is fused on the 
edges, and thus an article is obtained completely coated with 
platinum but at a much less cost than a solid platinum vessel. The 
interior of steel or nickel can be made of sufficient thickness to 
make the articles quite stiff and rigid if desired. 

Prevention of Leakage in Steam Metal Valve Castings. 
ANON. (Brass Tt’ovld, ix, 3, 79.)-Valves are tested after finish- 
ing at various pressures, according to the work for which they are 
intended, by hydraulic pressure, air, or steam, to ascertain if there 
is any leakage. Brasses and bronzes are equally liable to leak. 
Leakage is not caused by any lack of tensile strength, but by the 
presence of dross, by blow-holes or other imperfections in the 
metal, that is to say, it is a matter of foundry practice. The causes 
of leakage are: (I) pouring the metal too cold; (2) too short 
gate: (3) oxidation of the metal in meltinq: (4) walls of valve 
too thin ; (5) aluminum in the metal : (6) sulphurizing of the 
metal during melting: (7) core-box or pattern badly made, so 
that the casting is thick on one side and thin on the other: (8) 
wrong metal mixture ; (9) gated in wrong place; (10) use of 
large quantity of phosphorus as a deoxidizer : ( I I) too little tin in 
the mixture: and (12) sharp corners on the pattern. The presence 
of dross (oside) in the metal is the cause of nearly all leakages. 


